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Abstract—This paper proposes a low-complexity online state of charge estimation method for LiFePO4 battery in electrical vehicles. The 

proposed method is able to achieve accurate state of charge with less computational efforts in comparison with the nonlinear Kalman filters, 

and also provides state of health information for battery management system.  According to the error analysis of equivalent circuit model 

with two resistance and capacitance, two proportional-integral filters are designed to compensate the errors from inaccurate state of 

charge and current measurements, respectively. An error dividing process is proposed to tune the contribution of each filter to the finial 

estimation results, which enhances the validation and accuracy of the proposed method. Recursive least squares filter provides the state 

of health information and updates the parameters of battery model online to eliminate the errors caused by parameters uncertainty. The 

proposed method is compared with extend Kalman filter in regards to accuracy and execution time. The execution time of the proposed 

method is measured on Zynq board platform to validate its suitability for online implementation. In this paper, the proposed method is 

able to obtain less than 1% error for state of charge estimation. 

Key Words—State of charge, LiFePO4 battery, online estimation, low-complexity. 

1. Introduction 

Global warming triggering by the excessive emissions of the greenhouse gas not only breaks the balance of ecosystem but also 

threatens the survival of humanity. EVs are zero emission, which contain electrical motors providing propulsion and battery as the 

energy supply [1,2]. Li-ion batteries have many advantages, such as higher energy density, longer lifespan, and lower self-discharge 

rate [3,4]. The cost of Li-ion batteries in EVs has already declined around 14% annually from 2007 to 2014 and this trend seems 

to be maintained in the near future [5]. The superior characteristics of Li-ion technology and their respective price drop have made 

it popular as the power source in EVs. When battery pack acts as the fuel tank of the vehicle, SOC of the battery is the fuel gauge. 

More than a crucial parameter for EV drivers, SOC is also a key index in Battery Management System (BMS) [6,7]. In order to 

provide enough power and energy for automotive propulsion, hundreds (even thousands) of Li-ion batteries are connected in series 

or parallel. However, the discrepancy in each battery coming from the manufacturing tolerances causes a difference in SOC (even 

during the same charging or discharging process) [8]. BMS has to control the current flow between cells on the foundation of an 
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accurate SOC. Otherwise, overcharge or over discharge will inevitably damage the battery’s inner characteristics [9], shorten its 

lifespan, and even increase the risk of explosion [10].  

SOC estimation methods available in the literature are mainly divided into four categories: Coulomb counting method [11,12], 

OCV method [13,14], model-based methods [15–18] and data-driven methods [19–21]. The necessity of an accurate initial SOC 

and the accumulation of the current measurement errors make the Coulomb counting method doubtful for a highly accurate SOC 

[22,23]. In order to measure an accurate OCV, a long relaxation time is needed to reach the battery’s inner equilibrium condition 

[14]. Therefore, although OCV has a monotonous relationship with SOC, it is not suitable for online estimation. Data-driven SOC 

estimation utilizes machine learning algorithms [21]. However, collecting enough training data in real applications before usage is 

difficult. The robustness of data-driven methods under various working conditions is also not guaranteed. Model-based methods 

have advantages of being insensitive to initial SOC, which seems to be a better tradeoff between accuracy and computing efficiency. 

Accordingly, Kalman filter [16,18,24], H-infinity filter [25], and particle filter [26] are widely used to estimate SOC on the basis 

of the model-based structure. With the complexly computing process, these methods obtain relatively good results in SOC 

estimation. 

The only way to know the battery SOC in real applications is the estimation from other measurements (such as current, voltage, 

etc) [27]. In EV, SOC of hundreds (or thousands) cells should be estimated online. Since the platforms for implementing the 

estimation algorithms are generally low cost microcontrollers, the computational power and resource are usually limited [28]. 

Therefore, accurate online SOC with less computational burden is a huge challenge for BMSs. In addition, the existing highly SOC 

methods mostly rely on complex calculation process [29–31]. For these reasons, this paper focuses on the online implementation 

of a low-complexity estimation method. PI observers have already been applied to estimate SOC in [28,32,33]. Xu et al. use in 

[32] a PI observer and one RC ECM for SOC estimation. However, the linearization of OCV-SOC brings errors to the estimation, 

and one RC model is also limited in describing the dynamic behavior of Li-ion battery. Two PI controllers are applied in [28] and 

[33] for SOC estimation. A mathematical model is used in [33] without parameter update, which limits the modeling accuracy, 

especially under dynamic driving cycles. This estimation method relies on a weight function containing four parameters to 

guarantee its accuracy in the quasi-unobservable regions, which also means a more complex trial and error process is needed for 

tuning those parameters. In [28], the SOC and SOH simultaneously estimated by means of a parameter-varying circuit model. The 

SOC estimation structure totally relies on the OCV, which limits its usage on the type of battery that have a relatively flat OCV-

SOC curve. An on-line implementable SOC is proposed for a System-on-Chip device in this paper. Better accuracy and faster 

execution time in comparison with the EKF are achieved. 

Different from the previous works, this paper designs a low-complexity model based structure for SOC estimation by analyzing 

the errors of the two RC ECM and adaptively dividing the deviation. In the proposed estimation structure, the errors from inaccurate 
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initial SOC and current measurement are compensated by two PI filters. However, according to the benefits of each PI filter on 

modeling accuracy, errors between the output of the battery model and the terminal voltage are split into two parts by an adaptively 

adjusted process. The output of the PI filters is then substituted into the Coulomb counting function for SOC estimation. For the 

purpose of acquiring SOH information and avoiding parameters uncertainty simultaneously, parameters of the two RC elements 

are identified online by RLS. Compared with EKF, the benefits of the proposed model-based structure are good accuracy in SOC 

estimation and lower computation burden. These improvements are proved through experimental results. 

 This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the modeling process and analyzes the sources of modeling error. The 

proposed model based SOC estimator including two designed PI filters and a weight adaptively adjust process is presented in 

Section 3. Experimental tests on the accuracy and execution time are shown in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2. Battery model and error analysis 

ECMs are popular in the battery SOC estimation field, and each circuit component in the ECM usually has a physical-chemical 

meaning. 

2.1 Two RC battery ECM 

 As shown in Fig.1, a two RC ECM consists of an internal resistance, two additional RC networks, and one ideal voltage source. 

The two different RC networks contain the long time constant related to the diffusion process in electrolyte and porous electrodes, 

and the short time constant indicating the charge transfer and the double-layer effect in electrode. The two RC ECM has proven to 

be a good tradeoff between the computing complexity and the accuracy in modeling the dynamic behavior of Li-ion batteries [34]. 

Therefore, this paper selects the ECM with two RC networks modeling the battery static and dynamic performance. 

According to the Kirchhoff’s circuit laws, the two RC ECM as illustrated in Fig.1 is expressed as follows: 

           
1 2 0t LU OCV U U I R                                                                     (1) 
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 where R0 is the ohm resistance, U1 is the voltage of the first RC pair and U2 is the voltage of the second RC pair. 

OCV has a monotonous relationship with SOC, which can be simply expressed in Eq.(3). 

          OCV f SOC                                                                                (3) 

From Eq.(1)-(3), it is easy to find out that the terminal voltage Ut is related to SOC, current, and the RC parameters. The transfer 

function of the two RC model is: 
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2.2 Error analysis of the two RC ECM 
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It can be seen from Eq.(4) that inaccurate SOC, current measurement error, and RC parameters uncertainty definitely bring 

errors to the model output. The error in OCV is hard to avoid because of the inaccurate initial SOC. Furthermore, the RC parameters 

change with the chemical reactions inside the battery.  
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Fig. 1 Error sources of the two RC ECM 

Fig.1 presents the error sources on the basis of the previous analysis. In Fig.1, errors from inaccurate SOC is defined as esoc, 

errors from the current sensor is ec, and errors from parameter uncertainty is ep. The deviation between the output of the battery 

model and the voltage measurement acts as the new information for correcting SOC in model-based estimation.  

3. Low-complexity online SOC estimation 

Generally, the current measurement error comes from several specific aspects. The current measurement contains the true 

current, the random noise, the measurement bias, and the nonlinearity errors. In addition, self-discharge and the current loss of 

power electronics also reduce the accuracy of current measurement [35]. The exact value of each error is not known, but the random 

errors with zero mean can be eliminated in the SOC calculation process because of the integration of the current. Unfortunately, 

not all of the above mentioned errors are zero mean. Thus, the first PI filter should be designed to compensate for the current 

measurement error.     

U is defined as the difference between the output of battery model and the terminal voltage. U coming from the current 

measurement is 
1U  and from the inaccurate SOC is 

2U . Errors from parameters uncertainty
3U are temporary ignored, which 

will be discussed later in this paper. The modeling error is expressed as: 

 1 2 1 2 0measure t measure LU U U U U U OCV U U I R                                                  (5) 

3.1 The design of the two PI filters 

The first PI filter is designed to eliminate the current measurement error 1U . The expression of the first PI filter is [33]: 
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,
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                                                              (6) 

where Kp,I is the proportional gain and 1/Ti,I is the integration gain. 
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The input current of the battery model Î  is corrected by the gain of the PI filter GI : 

                             ˆ
measure II I G                                                                          (7) 

Afterwards, Î  is feedback to the Coulomb counting function as following: 
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The second PI filter is established for reducing 
2U . The expression of this PI filter is as following: 
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where Kp,U is also the proportional gain and 1/Ti,U is the integration gain. 

Since the only relationship between SOC and the output of the battery model is the term f (SOC), GU is directly added to Coulomb 

counting function in Eq.(10). 

                   1 1i USOC k SOC k G                                                          (10) 

Substituting Eq.(8) into Eq.(10), Eq.(11) is obtained as: 

  ˆ( 1) ( ) ( 1) U
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C

 
                                                (1

1) 

Considering the fact that accurate initial SOC is hard to know in advance in most applications, the gains should be larger at the 

primary stage of the proposed method and then quickly decreases after certain estimation steps. In this paper, the updated 

coefficient is designed in form of Eq.(12). 

                  1b t

AK a e                                                                           (12) 

Then, considering the coefficient in Eq.(12), the SOC estimation method is expressed as: 
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3.2 The framework of the proposed SOC estimation method 
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Fig.2. Framework of the proposed method 
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Fig.2 clearly indicates the entire structure of the proposed method. The adopted battery model is the two RC ECM whose 

parameters are updated online through RLS parametric identification method. The difference between the measured voltage and 

the output of battery model is divided into two parts that derive from the current measurement errors and the inaccurate SOC 

estimation. According to the two sources of errors, the two PI filters are designed to improve the accuracy of the battery model. 

The outputs of the two PI filters compensate the estimated SOC, which decreases the effects of inaccurate SOC and current 

measurement error in the traditional Coulomb counting method. Since PI filters, ECMs, and RLS are effective methods for industry 

applications, SOC is possibly to be estimated with low-complexity. Section 4.2 will show the computational complexity of the 

proposed structure in more details. 

Different from other structures with two PI filters, this paper automatically divides the voltage error into two parts as shown in 

the weight factor part of Fig. 2. The goal of the two PI filters is to remove the errors related to current measurement and SOC 

uncertainty. Thanks to this filtering, the proposed method can estimate accurately the battery SOC. The error between the battery 

model and the voltage measurement is adopted for updating the weight factors online. 

According to the sources of the errors, we define that: 

      
1 1U p U                                                                                  (14) 

          
2 2U p U                                                                                (15) 

where U ,
1U and

2U are the same as previously described, p1 and p2 are the weight factors. Due to the nonlinearity of battery 

inner characteristics, p1 and p2 are assigned to specify initial values. Afterwards, they are updated online during the entire estimation 

for ensuring the accuracy of SOC. The updating mechanism of weight factor is detailed as the following steps: 

Step 1. Assuming U is the input of the first PI filter, the output of the battery model 
aU is obtained;  

Step 2. Assuming U is the input of the second PI filter, the output of the battery model 
bU is obtained;  

Step 3. Weight factors are calculated as: 
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p1 and p2 are actually fused the results of the two PI filters. When SOC and current measurement are accurate, the output of the 

battery model is supposed to be equal to the voltage measurement. Therefore, Eq. (16) and (17) can be seen as the measurement 

of how accurate SOC we can get if one PI filter is selected.  

3.3 The online parameter identification in the proposed method 
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In Fig.2, it is also illustrated that the parameters are updated online for eliminating the parameter uncertainty. The battery works 

at various driving cycles, which means the parameters of the battery model keep changing in real-time applications. The 

identifiability of the nth-order battery ECM has been proven in [36]. The RLS technique can recursively minimize the cost function, 

which is popular in the area of parameter identification for its excellent performance [25,37]. Therefore, we select RLS to identify 

the parameters in this paper.  

Derived from Eq. (4), the transfer function of the two RC model is: 

1 2
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                              (18) 

In order to apply the transfer function to a digital system, it should be transformed from s domain to z domain. Bilinear 

transformation is used in this paper since it ensures the stability of the discrete system consistent with the continuous system. The 

expression of the bilinear transformation is: 
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The discretized two RC model is: 
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where b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 are the parameters to be identified from RLS.  

The sampling time T is 1 second in this paper. Since the variation of SOC is very small in one sample time, OCV is regarded as 

a constant value during this period [38,39]. Eq.(21) is further used in RLS for parameter identification.  

             1 2 3 4 5 1 21 2 1 2 1U k b U k b U k b I k b I k b I k b b OCV                                (21) 

Then, we define that: 

           1 2 1 2 1k U k U k I k I k I k       
, 

   1 2 3 4 5 1 21k b b b b b b b OCV       ,  

   y k U k .  

In this paper, a modification of the normal RLS method is used by adding an additional forgetting factor to discount the historical 

input data [39]. The benefits of the forgetting factor are that it helps the RLS to discard gradually the past data and also guarantees 

the recent data can play a greater role in identifying the new parameters. The RLS recursive process including forgetting factor is 

as follows: 

           ˆ 1Ty k k k                                                                                        (22) 
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where is the forgetting factor, which typically is between 0.98 and 0.995 [40], K(k) is the gain for parameter identification, P(k) 

is the covariance matrix. The parameters b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 in Eq. (21) are directly calculated from RLS. Afterward, the RC parameters 

are calculated from the following equations: 
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Internal resistance is increasing during the battery aging process [29,41]. Therefore, SOH information can also be obtained as 

follows [42]: 

         0, 0

0, 0,

100%
EOL

EOL new

R R
SOH

R R


 


                                                                      (32) 

where R0,EOL is the internal resistance at the end of the battery lifespan, R0,new is the internal resistance of the new battery. 

Consequently, SOH information is able to be received from the proposed structure. 

4. Experimental result 

The test bench for collecting battery measurement consists of a host computer, a battery test station (MACCOR 4000 series), 

and a LiFePO4 battery cell. The battery test station performs the charging and discharging profiles in the temperature chamber. 

The measurement is then sent to the host computer. The accuracy of the test bench is  0.01% + 1 digit for voltage measurement 

and  0.02% + 1 digit for current measurement. The 10Ah cylindrical LiFePO4 battery is tested in MACCOR for validating the 
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proposed method. TABLE I lists the parameters of the Li-ion battery from the manufacturer. 

 

 

TABLE I  

PARAMETERS OF LIFEPO4 BATTERY FROM MANUFACTURER 

Item Rating 

Nominal Capacity 10Ah 

Nominal Voltage 3.2V 

Maximum Charge Current 3C 

Maximum Discharge Current 10C 

Maximum Voltage 3.65V 

Cut Off Voltage 2.0V 

4.1 The experimental validation 

The OCV-SOC relationship is an important element in the two RC ECM. Because of the strong hysteresis effect of the voltage 

in LiFePO4 battery [43], OCV in charge and discharge process is measured simultaneously. In order to reach the battery inner 

equilibrium, the OCV is measured after two hours’ rest in the chamber. The interval of OCV measurement is 5 % SOC and the 

chamber temperature is constantly set to 25 ᵒC. In this paper, we calculate the average OCV of charge and discharge condition for 

ensuring the accuracy of the curve fitting. 

In order to guarantee the diminishing of OCV with the decrease of SOC, quadratic optimization is applied to solve the curve 

fitting problem [43]. High-order polynomial function in Eq.(33) represents the OCV-SOC relationship used in the experiment of 

this paper, and the mean absolute error between the average OCV and the curve fitting results is merely 0.0108 mV.  

8 7 6 5

4 3 2

330.2741 1507.8350 2869.7023 2949.8632

1773.9467 632.0383 128.9882 13.8940 2.6371

OCV SOC SOC SOC SOC

SOC SOC SOC SOC

         

       
               (33) 

The NEDC [44] and UDDS [45] are adopted for validating the proposed method in dynamic driving cycles. It should be noted 

that the positive value of current means battery is in discharge condition and the negative value denotes the charge condition. The 

ambient temperature is set to 25 ᵒC. LiFePO4 battery is firstly discharged under multi-cycle NEDC until it reaches the cut-off 

discharge voltage. The current and voltage are measured and recorded during the discharging process, as shown in Fig. 3. We can 

see that the voltage changes dramatically when the energy left in the battery is close to zero. This indicates that the battery has a 

stronger nonlinearity behavior in the low SOC area. The black line in Fig. 3(b) is the voltage prediction of the two RC ECM, whose 

parameters are identified from RLS algorithm. The mean absolute error is 0.0012 V in Fig. 3(b), which indicates the accuracy of 

the parameter identification in NEDC.  
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(a)  

 

(b)  

Fig.3 Battery measurement in NEDC: (a) current; (b) terminal voltage 

 

(a)  

 

(b)  
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(c) 

Fig. 4 Estimation results in multiple NEDC: (a) SOC estimation; (b) absolute error of SOC estimation; (c) internal resistance estimation. 

EKF is quite popular in the area of states estimation especially for the battery SOC estimation. Thereby, the proposed method 

is compared with EKF in terms of estimation accuracy and execution time. Due to the inaccurate initial SOC in reality, the initial 

SOC in this experiment is arbitrarily set to 0.7. The experimental results of NEDC in Fig. 4(a) shows that the two methods can 

deal with inaccurate initial SOC. The proposed method is able to track the reference SOC in 2 seconds, and EKF converges to the 

reference SOC in 3 seconds in Fig. 4(b). It also shows that the proposed method tracks faster and stays closer to the reference 

value. Indeed, the absolute error of the proposed method is lower than EKF in most conditions. The RMSE of the proposed method 

is 0.0062, while it is 0.0160 for two PI filter without error division. The RMSE is 0.0151 for EKF, and the RMSE of the proposed 

technique is almost half of EKF. The maximum absolute error is calculated after 15 seconds of SOC estimation in this paper. The 

maximum absolute error is 0.0364 for EKF. It is 0.0246 for two PI filters without error division and 0.0186 for the proposed 

method. Thus, this experiment proves the higher accuracy of the proposed method. Moreover, the estimated resistance in Fig. 4(c) 

can be further used as an indicator of the battery SOH information. 

For further validating the proposed method, multicycle UDDS is also applied to the same battery under 25 ᵒC. The details in 

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) clearly show that UDDS is more severe in variation than NEDC. The predicted voltage with parameters 

from RLS is also shown as the black line in Fig. 5(b). The mean absolute error is 0.0025 V in UDDS, which proves the accuracy 

of the RLS estimation results. 

 

(a)  
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(b)   

Fig.5 Battery current and voltage measurement in UDDS: (a) current; (b) terminal voltage. 

The initial SOC is also set to 0.7. In Fig.6, the estimation results of the proposed method track faster and keep closer to the real 

SOC in comparison with the EKF. RMSE of the proposed method in UDDS is 0.0077, while it is 0.0137 for two PI filters without 

error division. Moreover, the RMSE is 0.0147 for EKF. In UDDS, the maximum absolute error is 0.0319 for EKF after the 15 

seconds of estimation. It is 0.0269 for two PI filters without error division and 0.0145 for the proposed method. Experimental 

results prove the accuracy of the proposed method. The internal resistance in Fig. 6(c) also indicates the battery SOH information. 

In the above two tests, the experimental results have sufficiently proven that the proposed method has good performance in the 

estimation accuracy.  

 

      (a)  

 

 (b) 
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(c) 

Fig.6 Estimation results in multiple UDDS: (a) SOC estimation; (b) absolute error of SOC estimation; (c) internal resistance estimation. 

4.2 The execution time of the proposed method 

For further investigation of the proposed method in terms of computational burden, the two above mentioned methods are 

executed in a MicroZed development board (Xilinx Zynq XC7Z020). The flowchart of the verification process is illustrated in 

Fig.7. The proposed method and EKF are established in Simulink/MATLAB, and then directly downloaded to the ARM core in 

the Zynq through model-based design approach. The Simulink model used to measure the execution time contains the SOC 

estimation and the parameter identification method. After having run all the algorithms in a Processor-in-the-Loop (PIL) way, their 

execution time has been evaluated. The average execution time of the EKF and the proposed method are 0.116716 ms and 0.035232 

ms, respectively. It means that the proposed technique is 3.3 times faster than EKF in the Zynq processor. In the model based 

design approach, the complexity of the proposed method is 3 and the complexity of EKF is 14. (The complexity of algorithm is 

detailed in [30].) Therefore, the experimental results have proven the greater performance in terms of computing efficiency and 

accuracy of the proposed method. Thanks to the lower execution time, the proposed algorithm can be used in most online 

applications. 

Host Computer

Model based design using SIMULINK

ZYNQ 

Hardware software 

co-simulation

workflow

Propose Method

EKF Method

Ethernet

FPGA

ARM Cortex A9 ProcessorARM Cortex A9 Processor

Microzed Development Board

Propose Method EKF Method

CPU0 CPU1

  

Fig.7 The structure of the Processor-in-the-Loop test. 
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5. Conclusion 

Online SOC and SOH estimation methods with good accuracy are needed for the BMS. By analyzing the error of the widely 

used two RC battery model, a low-complexity online SOC estimation method is proposed in this paper. The error of the two RC 

model has three main sources: inaccurate SOC, current measurement error and parameter uncertainty. Hence, two PI filters are 

used for compensating the inaccurate SOC and the current measurement error, respectively. RLS decreases the parameters 

uncertainty and also estimates the internal resistance as the SOH indicator. The two weight factors proposed in the paper divide 

the voltage error into two parts through an adaptively adjusted process. The comparison in experimental tests has proven the 

benefits of the weight factors in improving the SOC estimation accuracy. The outputs of the two PI filters are utilized in the 

coulomb counting function to estimate the final result. The proposed method has been compared with EKF in term of accuracy 

and execution time. RMSE of the proposed method in SOC estimation is lower than EKF at the same initial condition. The average 

execution time of the proposed method is 0.035232 ms, which is just 30 % of the EKF. The complexity of the proposed method is 

also less than that of EKF. The experimental results have proven that the proposed method has better performance in both 

estimation accuracy and computing efficiency. Thus, it is more suitable for solving online SOC estimation problem than EKF. 

Since aging test of the Li-ion battery needs a long time, more works are still needed on validating the SOH estimation of the 

proposed method in the future. Moreover, the validation of the proposed method on other Li-ion technologies is still needed for 

future research. 

Appendix A. 

According to the approach in [32], the observability and stability of the proposed method are shown as follows. 

The following equations are directly obtained from two RC ECM.  

  1 2 0t LU h x OCV U U I R                                                                         (A.1) 

1 1 2 2

1 2

1 2

L

U dU U dU
I C C

R dt R dt
                                                                      (A.2)  

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ +OCV f SOC a SOC a SOC a SOC a SOC a SOC a SOC a SOC a SOC a                    (A.3) 

Taylor’s formula can linearize the nonlinear function g(x) on an arbitrarily stable point xe.  

       
 

   ,
e

e e n e

e

g x
g x g x x x R x x

x


    


                                                (A.4) 

where 
 e

e

g x

x




is the Jacobian matrix at the equilibrium point xe. If the higher order terms Rn (x, xe) in Eq.(A.4) are neglected, 

Eq.(A.5) is obtained. 
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                                                              (A.5) 

The linearized method in Eq.(A.5) is applied to the battery model. We define the system states as  1 2

T
x U U SOC , the 

input and output are u I and y U . Then, the battery model is linearized as following:  

      
x A x B u

y C x D u

    


   
                                                                                    (A.6) 
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The observability of the battery model can be proven by the rank of the following matrix: 

   

 

1 1 2 22

2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1
0

1 1
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ef SOC

SOC
C
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R C R C

CA
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e

                                                        (A.7) 

The function f (SOC) is constrained to continuously decrease with SOC. Hence, 
 e

e

f SOC

SOC




will not be zero, the term R1·C1 and 

R2·C2 are also not zero. The observability matrix is always full rank. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the states of the Li-ion 

battery. 

For the convenience of proving the stability, the structure of the PI filter (Fig. A.1(a)) is represent in another identical form (Fig. 

A.1(b)). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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- +
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Fig. A.1 Structure of the PI filter: (a) the original structure; (b) the identical structure. 

The PI filters in our paper are designed as following:  
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                                           (A.8) 

We define ˆe x x  . Then, the error between the battery model and the voltage measurement is defined as: 

   ˆ ˆy y C x x C e                                                                              (A.9) 

Afterwards, Eq.(A.10) is obtained: 

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2
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                                                    (A.10) 

Eq.(A.10) can be changed to the following form: 

 1 1

2 2

e

e e

w A w

w w

   
   

    
   
   

                                                                  (A.11) 

The matrix Ae is then as following: 

1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1

2 2

0 0

0 0

p p p ai p ai

e bi

bi

A K p C K p C K K p K K p

A K p C

K p C

          
 

   
 
    

 

 According to [46] and [47], the identified parameters N  converges to the expected value * when t→∞.  *

NN     is 

bounded to a certain range in the normal distribution with zero means and a specific covariance matrix. We define the error bound 

of the identified parameters as param  and assume that the bound of Ae is Ae
*: 

1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

*

1 1

2 1

0 0

0 0

param p p p ai p ai

e bi

bi

A K p C K p C K K p K K p

A K p C

K p C

            
 

   
 
    

 

Since the observability of the system has been proven, the pole place method and LQ method can be used to design the PI gains 

and ensure the matrix A*
e meets the requirement of the Hurwitz criterion. Therefore, the system will converge to the true states as 

t→∞.  
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Nomenclature 

SOC                 State of charge. 

SOH                State of health. 

EKF                 Extended Kalman filter. 

RLS                 Recursive least squares. 

EV                   Electrical vehicle. 

BMS                Battery management system. 

OCV                Open circuit voltage. 

PI                     Proportional-integral. 

ECM                Equivalent circuit model. 

RC                   Resistance and capacitance. 

RMSE             Root mean squared error. 

UDDS             Urban dynamometer driving schedule. 

NEDC             New European driving cycle. 
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PIL                  Processor in the loop. 

LQ                  Linear quadratic. 

Ut                   the terminal voltage of the battery model (V). 

U1                  the voltage of the first RC network (V). 

U2                  the voltage of the second RC network (V). 

IL                   the battery current (A). 

R0                  the ohmic resistance (Ω). 

R1                   the resistance of the first RC network (Ω). 

C1                  the capacitance of the first RC network (F). 

R2                  the resistance of the second RC network (Ω). 

C2                  the capacitance of the second RC network (F). 

f (SOC)         the OCV-SOC function (-). 

esoc                 errors from inaccurate SOC (-). 

ec                   errors from the current sensor (A). 

eu                   errors from the voltage sensor  (V). 

ep                   errors from the parameters uncertainty (-). 

U                the voltage difference between the output of the battery model and the terminal voltage(V). 

1U                the voltage difference U from the current measurement (V). 

2U               the voltage difference U from the inaccurate SOC (V). 

3U               the voltage difference U from the parameter uncertainty (V). 

measureU          the measured voltage from sensor (V). 

measureI           the measured current from sensor  (A). 

GI                   the gain of the first PI filter for eliminating the current measurement error (A). 

Kp,I                 the proportional gain of the first PI filter (-). 

1/Ti,I               the integration gain of the first PI filter (-). 

Î                    the input current of the battery model corrected by the first PI filter (A). 

Gu                  the gain of the second PI filter for reducing 2U  (-). 

Kp,U               the proportional gain of the second PI filter (-). 

1/Ti,U              the integration gain of the second PI filter (-). 
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SOCi               the corrected SOC by the first PI filter (-). 

Cn                            the capacity of the battery (Ah). 

                       the coulombic efficiency (-). 

p1 ~ p2            the weight factor of two PI filters (-). 

Ua                   the voltage of the battery model if U is the input of the first PI filter (V). 

Ub                   the voltage of the battery model if U is the input of the second PI filter (V). 

U                    the voltage measurement (V). 

G (s)               the transfer function of the two RC ECM (-). 

b1 ~ b5             the parameters to be identified in the discretized two RC model (-). 

                     the forgetting factor (-). 

K (k)                the gain for parameter identification (-). 

P (k)                the covariance matrix (-). 

KA                    the update coefficient (-). 

T                      the sampling time (s). 

R0,EOL               the internal resistance at the end of the battery lifespan (Ω). 

R0,new                the internal resistance of the new battery (Ω). 

xe                      the equilibrium point of the system (-). 

Kp                     the proportional gain of the identical PI structure (-). 

Kbi, Kai              the integration gains of the identical PI structure (-). 

x̂                       the state estimation of the system (-). 

parameter          the error bound of the identified parameters (-). 

N                     the vector of the identified parameters (-). 

*                      the vector of the expected parameters (-). 
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